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Abstract

0We report on a search for the rare decay K ™p nn in the KTeV experiment at Fermilab. We searched for two-photonL
0 0events whose kinematics were consistent with an isolated p coming from the decay K ™p nn . One candidate event wasL

observed, which was consistent with the expected level of background. An upper limit on the branching ratio was
0 y6Ž .determined to be B K ™p nn -1.6=10 at the 90% confidence level. q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. AllL

rights reserved.

PACS: 11.30.Er; 12.15.Hh; 13.20.Eb; 14.40Aq

0The rare decay K ™p nn has attracted consid-L

erable attention for the purpose of understanding the
phenomenology of CP violation because the decay
rate results almost entirely from a direct CP violating

w xamplitude 1,2 . In the Wolfenstein parameterization
w xof the CKM matrix 3,4 , the decay rate is propor-

tional to the square of the parameter h, the value of
which governs the size of all CP violating phenom-
ena. The reliability of the decay rate calculation

0makes the decay K ™p nn one of the best tools toL
w xdetermine the value of h 5,6 . The predictions for

Ž .the branching ratio are in the range of 2.0–4.0 =

10y11 using current knowledge of Standard Model
parameters, where the theoretical contribution to the

w xuncertainty is on the order of 1% 5 . Therefore,
observation of the decay near the predicted rate
would provide quantitative evidence in support of
the Standard Model description of CP violation.
Observation outside the predicted rate would be evi-

w xdence of new physics 7 .
Although the decay is very clean theoretically, it

is very challenging experimentally. The experimental
difficulty arises from searching for a single isolated
p 0 in the presence of the much more abundant p 0’s
from K ™2p 0 and K ™3p 0 decays. The mostL L

sensitive search conducted thus far used the Dalitz
decay, p 0 ™eqeyg , to identify the p 0, and set an

y5 Ž .upper limit of 5.8=10 90% C.L. on the branch-
w x 0ing ratio 8 . While requiring a p Dalitz decay

provides a more unambiguous experimental signa-
ture, this technique is at least two orders of magni-

tude less sensitive than a direct search using p 0 ™gg

due to the smaller branching ratio and lower experi-
mental acceptance. A search using p 0 ™gg is the
most viable method of reaching the predicted sensi-
tivity, and is the motivation for the experiment pre-
sented here.

0The first search for the decay K ™p nn usingL

the p 0 ™gg decay mode was conducted in the
KTeV experiment at Fermilab with data collected in
a one-day special run. A plan view of the KTeV
detector is shown in Fig. 1. For this measurement, a
single neutral beam was produced by an 800 GeV
proton beam that struck a 30 cm long beryllium-oxide
target. The neutral beam was collimated to be 0.065

Ž 2mstr in solid angle 3.6=3.6 cm at 159 m down-
.stream of the target , which was narrower than the

nominal KTeV beam size of 0.25 mstr. The narrower
beam provides a tighter constraint on the decay
position in the plane transverse to the beam direc-
tion, which improves our ability to measure the
transverse momentum of the p 0. The beam entered
an evacuated decay volume which extended from 90
m to 159 m downstream of the target. The down-
stream end of the volume was closed by a vacuum
window made of Kevlar and Mylar with a total
thickness of 0.002 radiation lengths. The vacuum
was maintained below 1.0=10y4 torr. The neutral
beam was composed of neutrons and K with theL

relative ratio of 2:1. A small component of other
0long-lived neutral particles, such as L, L, J , and

0J was also present. The beam flux of neutral
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Fig. 1. Plan view of the KTeV detector as configured for this data set.

hadrons resulting from 3.5=1012 protons per spill
on target was approximately 3=107. The average
kaon momentum was 70 GeVrc.

The most crucial detector elements for this analy-
sis are a pure CsI electromagnetic calorimeter and a
photon veto system. The calorimeter is comprised of
3100 blocks in a 1.9 m by 1.9 m square array, which
is 27 radiation lengths deep. The energy resolution
for electrons with an energy between 2 and 60 GeV
in this data set is approximately 1%. The calorimeter
has two 15=15 cm2 square holes which allow for
the passage of two kaon beams used by the ´

Xr´ and
other rare kaon decay measurements made by the

w xKTeV experiment 9 . The photon veto system is
composed of eleven sets of leadrscintillator sand-

Žwich detectors the set-1, set-2 and the beam hole
.veto . The photon veto detector located the farthest

upstream has two beam holes and defines the up-
stream fiducial decay volume at zs122 m. This
veto detector is followed by nine sets of photon veto
detectors which provide hermetic photon coverage
up to an angle of 100 mr with respect to the beam
direction. The last photon veto detector is the beam

Ž .hole veto BHV which is located in the beam region
and comprises part of the beam dump. The BHV is
designed to identify photons and neutrons passing
through the beam holes of the calorimeter. The BHV
is longitudinally segmented into three sections which

Žare each 10 radiation lengths 0.42 interaction

.lengths deep. The two upstream sections are used to
identify photons and measure their energy, and the
downstream section is used to identify neutrons. For
this analysis, the charged spectrometer, which con-
sists of four planar drift chambers and an analyzing
magnet with a momentum kick of 205 MeVrc, is
used to veto events with a charged particle. Up-
stream of the calorimeter, there are charged veto
hodoscopes used to veto events containing a charged
particle. Downstream of the calorimeter, another set

Ž .of hodoscopes the hadron veto , preceded by 10 cm
of lead, is used to veto events with a hadron that hits
the calorimeter. Farther downstream, there are three

Žmeters of iron followed by a hodoscope the muon
.veto , which is used to veto events with a muon.

0The trigger was designed to accept K ™p nnL

and K ™2p 0 decays. The latter decay mode wasL

used to measure the kaon flux of the experiment. The
calorimeter was required to have an energy deposit
greater than 5 GeV. All of the hodoscopes were
required to have no activity. Events with an energy
deposit above 500 MeV in the photon veto detectors
were rejected. A hardware cluster counter processor
w x10 selected events with two or four isolated clusters
of energy in the calorimeter with at least one block
in each cluster having an energy greater than 1 GeV.

In the offline analysis, candidate events are se-
lected by requiring exactly two photons in the final
state with energy greater than 1 GeV. Events with
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more than two clusters of energy above 0.1 GeV in
the CsI calorimeter are rejected. Nearby photons
with overlapping energy deposits in the calorimeter
could reconstruct as a single cluster. These events
are rejected by requiring the transverse profile of
each of the clusters to be consistent with that of a
single electromagnetic shower. To detect low energy
photons which miss the calorimeter, an energy
threshold of 70 MeV is imposed on the set-1 photon
veto system located inside of the evacuated volume
Ž .see Fig. 1 . An energy threshold of 5 MeV is
applied to the set-2 photon veto system located
downstream of the vacuum window. The lower
threshold on the set-2 photon vetos is imposed in
order to detect the lower energy particles which may
result from neutron interactions in the detector. An
energy threshold of 1 GeV is applied to each section
of the beam hole veto to eliminate events in which a
photon or a neutron passing through the CsI beam
holes hits the detector. Events containing hits in drift
chambers are eliminated in order to remove back-
grounds containing a charged particle that misses the
charged veto hodoscopes.

After the initial event selection, the z position of
the decay vertex of the event is calculated by requir-
ing that the reconstructed two-photon mass is consis-
tent with a p 0. The z position is expressed as:

0zsz y r rm E PE ,Ž .(CsI 12 p 1 2

where z is the z position of the calorimeter, r isCsI 12

the distance between the two photons in the
calorimeter, m 0 is the p 0 mass and E is thep i

energy of the i-th photon. The transverse momentum
of the two photons relative to the beam direction,
P , is also calculated by assuming that the decayT

occurred at the transverse center of the beam. An
unbalanced P distribution is a characteristic featureT

0of the decay K ™p nn , as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2L

also shows a scatter plot of the P spectrum versusT

the z decay vertex for data. Neutral pions which are
produced by neutron interactions in the vacuum win-
dow at zs159 m can be clearly seen. The events
clustered around P s100 MeVrc and zs120 mT

are consistent with L’s producted at the target which
decay to a neutron and a p 0, where the p 0 can have
a P as high as 104 MeVrc. To reduce theseT

backgrounds, only those decays which have a recon-

Fig. 2. The top plot is the P distribution of the p 0 from a MonteT
0Carlo simulation of the decay K ™p nn . The bottom is theL

Ž . Ž .scatter plot of P MeVrc versus the z decay vertex m for dataT

after the initial event selection which requires exactly two photons
in the final state. The box shows the signal region.

structed z vertex between 125 and 157 m and PT

between 160 and 260 MeVrc are selected. The PT

cut at 260 MeVrc corresponds to the kinematic limit
0for K ™p nn decays, allowing for resolution ef-L

fects. The requirements on the z vertex and PT

decrease the signal acceptance by 57%; 177 out of
18,586 events pass these requirements.

Additional background results from K ™3p 0
L

events which decay upstream of the photon veto
detector at zs122 m. In these events, two photons
from different p 0’s pass through the beam holes of
this detector while the remaining photons go unde-
tected. The decay vertex position of such events
which are misreconstructed as a p 0 can be shifted
downstream into the fiducial region. These events
can be identified by their large horizontal transverse
momentum, P , because these photons pass throughx

the two horizontally separated beam holes of the
detector. The ratio of P rP is required to be lessx T

than 0.8 in order to suppress this background.
Most of the L’s which decay in the detector are

produced in the target and are eliminated by the PT

cut described above. A small fraction of the observed
L decays, however, are the result of J 0 ™Lp 0

decays which yield p 0’s with a larger P than thoseT

from primary L’s. Since the L’s have higher mo-
mentum than kaons on average, the L background is
suppressed by requiring the total energy in the
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calorimeter to be less than 35 GeV, which results in
0a 30% loss in sensitivity for the decay K ™p nn .L

The L background can be further suppressed by
eliminating events with very asymmetric photon en-
ergies. The ratio of the maximum photon energy to
the minimum photon energy is required to be less
than 6. This cut retains 90% of the signal.

Fig. 3 shows the P distribution for events pass-T

ing all cuts except for the P cut. One event remainsT

in the signal region, and another event appears in the
region above the P window. As discussed below,T

these two remaining events are consistent with back-
ground events from neutron interactions. Neutrons
which interact with material such as the vacuum
window or the drift chambers can produce one or
more p 0’s or h’s. Interactions which produce h’s
are potential background sources since the z vertex is
miscalculated due to the p 0 mass assignment. Inter-
actions which produce multiple p 0’s are additional
background sources since the z vertex can be misre-
constructed inside the fiducial volume when only
two photons from different p 0’s are detected.

In order to estimate the background from neutron
interactions that produce either h’s or multiple p 0’s,
we measured the neutron detection efficiency of the
BHV. Using a clean sample of L™np 0 decays
with an estimated background contamination of 1%,
the BHV efficiency for a neutron is measured to be
44% in the upstream section, 80% in the downstream

Fig. 3. The P distribution with all cuts except for the P cut.T T

The arrow shows the signal region. The dominant backgrounds
from simulations of K and L decays are overlaid on the data. LL

events from the target and from J decays are combined. There
are no events beyond the P range in the plot.T

section and 82% in all sections combined. The neu-
0tron interaction background in our K ™p nn searchL

is then estimated by removing the BHV requirement,
after which 37 events remain. The number of these

Ž .events detected in the downstream section 31 is
consistent with the expectation from neutrons, but
the number of events detected in the upstream sec-

Ž .tion 26 is 60% larger than the expectation from
neutrons alone. This excess in the upstream section
is attributed to photons from p 0’s and h’s associ-
ated with the neutron interactions that hit the BHV.
Using the measured efficiency of the upstream sec-
tion, we estimate the fraction of events containing an

Ž .extra photon that hits the BHV to be 47"13 %.
Combining the neutron detection efficiency in all

Ž .sections of the BHV 82% and the probability that
an extra photon hits the BHV, the background esti-

Ž . w Ž .xmate is 37= 1y0.82 = 1y 0.47"0.13 s3.5
"0.9 events. Therefore, we conclude that the one
observed event in the signal region is consistent with
background from neutron interactions. The back-
ground from neutron interactions also accounts for
the event with P above the signal region.T

In addition to the neutron interaction background,
background from K , L, and J 0 decays are esti-L

mated from Monte Carlo simulations with 7 times
the statistics of the data. The P distribution belowT

160 MeVrc is well reproduced by the simulation, as
shown in Fig. 3. The background level from KL

decays is estimated to be 0.2q0 .4 events in the signaly0.1

region. The background level from L and J 0 de-
cays is estimated to be 0.4 events which are already
included in the estimate of the neutron interaction
background due to the existence of a neutron in the
L decay.

To determine the number of kaon decays in the
fiducial volume of the detector, we select a sample
of K ™2p 0 decays using selection criteria similarL

0to those used for the K ™p nn decay. The sampleL

consists of 4326 K ™2p 0 events with an esti-L

mated background of 44 events. From a Monte Carlo
simulation, the detector acceptances for the decays

0 0K ™p nn and K ™2p are determined to beL L

3.6% and 6.7%, respectively, for kaon energies be-
tween 10 and 230 GeV within the decay region
between 120 and 160 m. The total systematic error is
determined to be 6.0%, including uncertainties in the
acceptance calculation due to possible trigger bias,
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energy measurement and the treatment of accidental
activity in the detector.

Ž 0. Ž . y4Using B K ™ 2p s 9.36 " 0.20 = 10L
w x11 , the number of kaon decays for the experiment

Ž . 7is measured to be 6.8"0.2 =10 . The single event
0 wsensitivity for the decay K ™p nn is 4.04"L

Ž . Ž .x y70.06 stat. "0.24 sys. =10 . Conservatively as-
suming that the last remaining event is signal, the
upper limit on the branching ratio is determined to

0 y6Ž .be B K ™p nn -1.6=10 at the 90% confi-L

dence level, where both statistical and systematic
w xerrors are included 12 . The sensitivity of this search

represents a factor of 36 improvement relative to the
w xbest previous limit 8 . Further improvement on this

technique will require extending the evacuated re-
gion further downstream to the front face of the
electromagnetic calorimter and removing all detector

w xmaterials from the beam region 13–15 . This is
expected to reduce the neutron induced background
to a negligible level.
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